Abstract-Video quality under rate constraint is mainly controlled by the frame rate and the quantization parameter. This work proposes a mechanism to obtain the optimal frame rate that maximizes video quality under rate constraint. Based on an objective metric of video quality that can reflect subjective quality, this work first proposes a video quality-frame rate-rate constraint model. Second, the relationship between model parameters and video characteristics is formulized. Finally, this work proposes an efficient frame rate optimization mechanism. Experimental results show that the optimal frame rate estimated by our mechanism is identical to the actual optimal frame rate under most bit rate constraints for both training sequences and new test sequences. In addition, the quality loss caused by the estimation error is generally limited within 0.8 dB in our experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
A PPLICATIONS of real-time video encoding and transmission, such as video conferencing and video broadcasting, have become increasingly more popular. The allowable bit rate per second of video for these applications is generally constrained by network bandwidth. Therefore, effectively adjusting the encoding parameters to maximize video quality is a critical challenge. Video quality is composed of spatial quality and temporal quality. Spatial quality is dominated by the bit rate per frame [1] . Temporal quality is dominated by the frame rate . For real-time video encoding, the encoding buffer should be small for low delay.
multiplied by is roughly equal to the rate constraint ; that is, can be expressed by . Therefore, video quality under rate constraints is actually controlled by frame rate; hence, obtaining the optimal frame rate is critical.
To evaluate video quality, a proper assessment metric is necessary [2] , [3] . PSNR is widely used to assess video quality. However, it can only objectively assess the spatial quality but not the temporal quality [4] . Several studies have investigated the impact of frame rate on perceptual video quality [5] - [8] . Wang et al. [5] studied the optimal frame rate over a wide range of bandwidth using subjective quality evaluation. The work in Manuscript received June 27, 2011; revised September 10, 2011; accepted November 28, 2011. This material is based upon work supported in part by the National Science Council, Taiwan, under Grant NSC100-2221-E-008-090.
The authors are with the Department of Communication Engineering, National Central University, Jhong-Li 320, Taiwan [6] performed a double stimulus subjective evaluation to determine preferred frame rates at a fixed bit rate for low bit rate video. In [7] , McCarthy et al. found that high spatial quality is more preferable than high frame rate for small screens. Chen and Thropp [8] conducted a comprehensive survey of the effects of different frame rates on human performance and summarized them in the areas of psychomotor performance, perceptual performance, behavioral effects, and subjective perception. However, no quality metric for video assessment were derived in these works.
The works in [9] - [13] proposed quality metrics to assess video quality. Lu et al. [9] proposed a logarithmic function of the frame rate to model the impact of frame rate dropping on perceptual video quality. The metric proposed in [10] is able to accurately estimate the perceived temporal degradation introduced by both consistent and inconsistent frame dropping. The work in [11] examined the jerkiness and jitter effects caused by different levels of strength, duration and distribution of the temporal impairment. However, these metrics did not consider spatial distortion, which is controlled by the bit rate per frame . The work in [12] proposed a quality metric which emulated human visual perception based on block-fidelity, content richness fidelity, spatial-textural, color, and temporal masking. This model involves sophisticated processes to extract content components from video sequences and hence may be not applicable for practical application. The work in [13] proposed a quality metric as a function of Mean Square Error (MSE) and sequence edge strength. The proposed metric has better correlation with subjective quality compared to popular metrics. However, the relationship between MSE, frame rate, has not been derived. Ou et al. proposed an accurate metric of video quality [14] , [15] . Their metric is formulized as the product of a Spatial Quality Factor (SQF) and a Temporal Correction Factor (TCF). The metric has only two content-dependent parameters, but is with significantly high correlation with Mean Opinion Scores (MOS). In addition, they also derived the two parameters as functions of video characteristics. However, the model depends on , which is the measured MOS for a video sequence 0018-9316/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE decoded at the lowest QP and the highest frame rate. is content-dependent and cannot be obtained automatically by the processor of the video encoder because it is a score given by human beings [16] . Feghali et al. proposed the Quality Metric (QM) to assess the video quality [17] . QM is formulized as a function of frame rate and , the average PSNR of each frame with the skipped frame being reconstructed by repeating the previous frame. QM is objective, proportional to subject quality, and has been used to assess video quality in numerous studies [11] , [18] , [19] . However, depends on , frame rate, and hence should be further modeled. Regarding to up and down conversions of frame rate, sophisticate interpolation methods instead of simple repeating were proposed in the literatures [20] - [22] .
In this work, we build a new video Quality-Frame rate-Rate constraint (Q-F-R) model based on QM. We model as a concise function of and frame rate. Furthermore, we determine three factors to represent sequence characteristics and formulized the relationship between model parameters and these three factors. Using this new model, the optimal frame rate of all the training sequences and other sequences can be obtained.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II proposes the new Q-F-R model and formulizes the relationship between model parameters and sequence characteristics. Section III proposes our mechanism of frame rate optimization during video encoding. Section IV presents experimental results. Finally, Section V draws conclusions.
II. THE PROPOSED VIDEO QUALITY-FRAME RATE-RATE
CONSTRAINT MODEL The video quality metric is defined as [17] (1) where represents the average PSNR of each frame in the sequence. The skipped frame is reconstructed by repeating the previous frame. If the frame rate is lower than 30, the distortion of the skipped frame greatly degrades the value of . The lower the frame rate is, the higher the degradation is. Therefore, can reflect the temporal quality dominated by the frame rate. Parameter is the normalized value of the top 25 % of the largest motion vectors in the sequence. and are constants. Because the latter term of in (1) is effectively modeled as a function of frame rate, the modeling work can be reduced to model as a function of frame rate and rate constraint.
The modeling environment is set as shown in Table I . According to our extensive experiments as Fig. 1 shows, vs. bit rate per frame for each fixed frame rate is a logarithm function for both QCIF and CIF sequences. Similar to [23] , in order to build a concurrent Q-F-R model for both QCIF and CIF sequences, the values of for CIF resolution are normalized as one quarter of total bits per frame so that the curves of vs. for CIF resolution can be similar to QCIF resolution. Consequently, the model parameters of CIF resolution can be close to that of QCIF resolution. The measurement criteria (Coefficient of determination) and RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) show that the error of the modeling is very limited. The same phenomenon is observed for the other sequences. We first model the relationship as (2) where and are model parameters. We perform curve fitting on each curve of vs. bit rate for each specific frame rate and obtain the value of and for each curve. As we measure the relationship between and frame rate as shown in Fig. 2 , we find that their relationship is linear and model it as (3) where and are sequence dependent parameters. As we measure the relationship between and frame rate as shown in Fig. 3 , we find that their relationship is logarithmic and can be modeled as (4) where and are sequence dependent parameters. Placing (3) and (4) into (2), we derive the QM-frame rate-bit rate model for both QCIF and CIF sequences as (5) Here the value of as well as for CIF size should be normalized by dividing by 4. Because the values of , , , and depend on sequence characteristics, their relationship with sequence characteristics must be derived. In general, the characteristics of a video sequence include the temporal and spatial characteristics. The temporal characteristics can be measured by the motion prediction and the prediction error. The spatial characteristics can be measured by the edge strength that can represent the texture. We use average motion defined as (6) to represent the motion of a video sequence. (6) where , , and are the number of Macro Blocks (MBs) in a row, the number of MBs in a column, and the number of frames, respectively.
represents the motion vector in 16x16 block size.
The motion prediction error is represented by , defined as (7) Note that is the pixel value in the previously original frame with motion compensation. Although the residual signal, which refers to the previously reconstructed frame, can easily obtained in H.264, it is not suitable to represent the video complexity because it depends on the bit rate. The block size of motion compensation for is 16 16 .
The Sobel filter defined as (8) is widely used to obtain the edge strength that can represent the spatial complexity of a video sequence [13] . (8) where and are horizontal and vertical edge strengths, respectively. They are defined as (9) and (10). Table II. To analyze the relationship between the model parameters and video characteristics ( , , MCD), we perform extensive curve fitting. We try all possible combinations and consider both the conciseness and accuracy. We discover that is approximately linear to for Fig. 4(a) shows. With linear regression, we derive the relationship between the model parameters and video characteristics as (11) . With the same process, we derive (12)- (14) for QCIF sequences. Similarly, for CIF sequences (see Fig. 5) , the relationship between model parameter and sequence characteristics can be found as (15)-(18). (15) (16) (17) (18) For each video sequence, the Q-F-R model can be built based on (5) and the four model parameters can be obtained according to (11) - (14) or (15)-(18).
III. VIDEO ENCODING WITH THE PROPOSED MECHANISM OF FRAME RATE OPTIMIZATION
The ideal implementation of the proposed mechanism of frame rate optimization is a two-pass process. The first pass gathers the video characteristics of a video sequence and obtains the optimal frame rate according to our algorithm. The second pass encodes the same video sequence with the optimal frame rate. This implementation yields best performance but the complexity overhead is high.
To save the memory and the computational complexity, we suggest a Lower-Complexity QM-Based (LCQMB) mechanism of frame rate optimization. The LCQMB mechanism gathers the video characteristics during video encoding for each processing time unit, defined as the group of frames (GoF), where the GoF is set to be one second in this work. The optimal frame rate for the next GoF of video is predicted from the optimal frame rate for the present GoF. Due to temporal correlation, this design generally works fine for the video within a scene. For the video with scene change, the frame rate estimated from the previous GoF might not be optimal for the GoF with scene change and the frame rate estimated from the GoF with scene change may not be optimal for the next GoF. Consequently, the coding errors of video with scene change might be erroneous and will even propagate to the proceeding frames. To solve this problem, we can use scene change detection such as detecting the proportion of Intra mode and set the first frame of the GoF after scene change to I frame, then the coding error propagation will be terminated. Without error propagation and with the optimal frame rate estimated from the next GoF using our method, the following GoF can have excellent quality.
The optimal frame rate of the first GoF depends on the bit rate constraint . From our experimental results using various kinds of video sequences as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the optimal frame rate for QCIF is 15 fps for bit rate between 50 and 175 kbps and 30 fps for bit rate higher than 175 kbps. For bit rate lower than 50 kbps, the optimal frame rate is 10 or lower. With the statistic results described above, this method set the optimal frame rate of the first GoF accordingly.
The proposed method of frame rate optimization operates as follows:
Step 1) Gather video characteristics. The motion factors and are obtained after motion estimation with 16 16 block size. The horizontal and vertical edge strength of each frame, and , are obtained when the frame is read to memory for encoding. The texture factor is obtained by (8) .
is obtained by (7).
Step 2) Build the Q-F-R model. The four model parameters of QCIF sequences are obtained according to (11)- (14) and the parameters of CIF sequences are obtained according to (15)- (18). For CIF sequences, the value of is normalized as one quarter of total bits per second for modeling. Based on the four parameters and the given rate constraint, the model is built according to (5) .
Step 3) Predict the optimal frame rate for the next GoF. Place the possible frame rates into the model (5). The frame rate that makes the value greatest is the optimal frame rate for this GoF. The optimal frame rate for the next GoF is predicted by it.
Step 4) Encode video with the predicted frame rate. The video frames for the next GoF are down-sampled for encoding based on the predicted frame rate. The bit rate of each frame is controlled to , where the value of is the actual one instead of the normalized one for actual CIF sequences coding.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section compares the optimal frame rate obtained by the proposed mechanism and the actual optimal frame rate obtained by extensive experiments in which we try each possible frame rate to encode video sequences for each given bit rate. The frame (1) is the actual optimal frame rate. We first examine the ideal implementation with two pass. The video sequences of the simulation are listed in Table III . The number of frames used to gather video characteristics and determined the optimal frame rate is 150. In addition to the training sequences, the new test sequences are also used to examine the mechanism. The other options of the simulation are set as Table I shows. Fig. 6 shows the video quality measured by QM for the training sequences encoded with various frame rates under various bit rate constraints. Fig. 7 shows the video quality measured by QM for the new test sequences. The value of bit rate constraint for CIF sequences shown in these two figures is the actual one instead of the normalized one. Under a certain bit rate constraint, the frame rate that leads to the highest QM value in (1) is the actual optimal frame rate. The bold curve is the QM value (1) of sequences encoded with the optimal frame rate estimated by our mechanism. Note that some curves in the figures exhibit reverse relationship between bit rate and the value of QM, that is, higher bit rate does not always result in higher QM. It is caused by the rate control mechanism. These simulations show that the optimal frame rate estimated by our mechanism is identical to the actual optimal frame rate under most bit rate constraints. In addition, the quality loss caused by the estimation error is limited within 0.8 dB.
Then we examine the accuracy of the LCQMB mechanism proposed in Section III. The results are listed from Tables IV-VI. As shown in Tables IV and VI, the optimal frame rate for each GoF of video estimated by the LCQMB mechanism is identical to the optimal frame rate estimated by the two-pass process when the bit rate per second is set to 100 kbps and 200 kbps. When is set to 150 kbps, the optimal frame rate for most GoF of video estimated by the LCQMB mechanism is also identical to the optimal frame rate estimated by the two-pass process as shown in Table V . These results reveal that the proposed LCQMB mechanism provide an accurate estimation of the optimal frame rate under various bit rate constraints.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose a mechanism to determine the optimal frame rate in the sense of maximizing the objective video quality metric which can reflect the perceptual quality. Experimental results show that reducing frame rate may be more effective than increasing quantization step size when the given bit rate is not sufficiently high. Results also reveal that the frame rate provided by the proposed algorithm is close to the optimal frame rate obtained by the extensive experiments.
In this work, we set the default duration of determining frame rate to one second. Our future work is planned to study the optimal duration of changing frame rate. Once the optimal duration is figured out, the duration of the proposed algorithm can be set to the optimal duration. Another future work is planned to incorporate our research on spatial resolution [24] and address the frame rate and spatial resolution optimization of video coding under rate constraints.
